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Abstract

In this paper, we performed a four-dimensional numerical simulation to cal-

culate wave propagation in a thermal fluctuating liquid metal in order to obtain

detailed knowledge on a wave propagation in coolant material of a Sodium-

cooled Fast reactor (SFR). The wave and the medium are described in three

spatial and one temporal dimensions. We made use of a massive data set to

describe the fluctuating situation of the medium. This data set was provided

by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with a Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)

model, which calculated the temperature field with a higher spatial resolution

than Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes turbulence models (RANS). This data

set was furthermore obtained from other studies on a numerical and physical

experiment called PLAJEST that created mixing jets of liquid metal in order to

simulate the status of running SFRs. Because of the limitation of computational

resources, previous acoustic studies applied to such a medium could only use the

spatial-temporally averaged fluctuating heterogeneity of a medium calculated by

RANS turbulence model. This limitation may overlook wave fluctuation because

of the difference of the resolution between computational fluid dynamics and

acoustic wave length. Our numerical effort allowed us to study the most realistic

acoustic wave propagation in liquid metal than in any former studies. A new
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important result was obtained in this work as we demonstrated that ultrasonic

measurements could follow thermal-hydraulic fluctuations in an opaque liquid

with high sensitivity. This result was obtained through the definition of descrip-

tors to analyse medium fluctuations along the wave path. We defined a very

new measurement index, called hereafter Cumulated Temperature Fluctuation

Intensity (CTFI), to correlate the variations in the thermal-hydraulic conditions

to the wave variations. We demonstrated a good correlation between the second

derivative of this index and the second derivative of several acoustic measure-

ments, then we discussed the easiest measurements to be used in practice in an

industrial setup.

Keywords: Ultrasound, Fluctuating liquid media, Non-Destructive Testing

(NDT), numerical modeling, spectral finite elements (SEM), Large-Eddy

Simulation (LES)
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1. Introduction

The fourth generation of Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (SFR) is actively

developed within a framework of an international cooperative research project

[1, 2]. In France, a research and development project of this fourth generation

SFR, so called ASTRID project, is now being carried out [3].5

As SFRs use liquid sodium for their coolant material, which is completely

opaque, the method to investigate the running state of SFRs is quite limited.

Also because of the high reactivity of liquid sodium to air, it is important to

reduce the number of mechanical parts inside of SFR design in order to reduce the

risk of sodium leakage and the difficulty of maintenance. For those requirements,10

measurement methods using acoustic and elastic waves (i.e. non-destructive

testing) are regarded as techniques which have advantages for monitoring SFRs

[4, 5].

Before now, an acoustic method has been applied for the monitoring of the

position of subassembly heads. The so-called SONAR monitoring system was15
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developed by the Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)

[6]. Using a standard emitter-receiver setup, the SONAR system measures the

distance between a target object and an acoustic probe thanks to the conversion of

the round-trip time of flight. Several studies developed theoretical or experimental

approaches to improve ultrasonic telemetry. Wedges of objects could be used to20

create reflection points of interest. Lü et al. compared several high-frequency

approximations by simulating acoustic scattering by an immersed rigid wedge.

They confirmed that for a planar wedge, these approximations produce the same

predictions [7, 8]. They concluded that Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD)

[9] is more efficient as it requires integration only over the illuminated part of25

the scattering surface and they recommended it for implementation in modelling

software. From a more practical issue, the modelling of such signals and its

comparison with experiments is a key point to help designers to define better

geometries for monitoring situations [10].

Acoustic method is also regarded as a powerful tool for temperature mea-30

surement of sodium coolant, because of its higher measurement frequency than

thermo-couples [11].

Thus, acoustic measurement techniques have a great advantage for application

to SFR monitoring but we still need to advance in the knowledge on wave

propagation in SFRs to increase the measurement accuracy and reliability,35

and to expand the application area of acoustic measurements. The need for

advanced studies on wave propagation in SFRs comes from the complexity of

the propagation medium status as acoustic characteristics of liquid sodium vary

dynamically and in a complex manner during an SFR’s operation. The aim of

this study is to develop a new methodology for this monitoring that could be40

effective in any other liquid metals.

In the sodium coolant, the three fields, flow velocity field, temperature

gradient field and gas bubble density field, may affect a wave propagation. In

this study, we only focus on temperature gradient, as the effect from the flow

velocity field is weaker than the effect of the temperature gradient field, in the45

case of an SFR’s operation situation[12], and the temperature gradient may cause
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an undesirable inflection [13, 14]. The effect from the density of gas bubbles

has been studied in [15, 16]. In our study, we considered that the density of

gas bubbles is constant. The result of a recent study on the thermal-hydraulic

state of SFRs [17] shows that the maximum variation rate of flow rate is about50

4.5 m s−1 and the maximum variation rate of temperature may be about 23.4◦C

par 10 cm. For SONAR application, the propagation distance is around 270 mm.

Ultrasonic telemetry in sodium for distance from 1 m to 5 m are sought or tested

in various reactors [18],[19]. Thus this variation may be not negligible for the

possible application of acoustic measurement in SFRs.55

When considering the effect of temperature gradient, we need to take into

account liquid sodium’s temperature-dependent properties reported in [20]. This

study shows that the density difference of liquid sodium with temperature change

between the temperature range from the normal melting point to the normal

boiling point may be calculated with the linear relation:

ρ [kgm−3] = 1014 − 0.235 · T [kelvin], (1)

at normal atmospheric pressure, where ρ is the density of sodium and T is

the sodium temperature in Kelvin degrees. The sound speed of liquid sodium

decreases monotonically with temperature, which is caused by the decreasing of

the inter-atomic interactions. In the range of the normal melting - boiling point

(371-1155° K), the sound speed in pure liquid sodium may be described based

on a linear relation:

cp [ms−1] = 2723 − 0.531 · T [kelvin]. (2)

where cp is the celerity of ultrasonic waves in meters per second.

We have carried out several numerical studies on the wave propagation in

order to advance our simulation method for liquid sodium. For an SFR’s study,

numerical calculation have great importance as the real size experiment of SFR

with actual liquid sodium is not possible, as there is no operating SFR for an60

experimental study. Thus a realistic modeling of wave propagation is essential

for designing an acoustic measurement system for SFR application.
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In the former studies which we have conducted for researching a sodium

temperature heterogeneity effect on a wave propagation, we have improved the

modeling method of this heterogeneity. In the early stage, we applied stochastic65

methods which randomly generate a fluctuating temperature field using Gaussian

Random process in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. This method has a strong advantage of

not consuming a large amount of computer memory and time when generating

a fluctuation with high resolution. However as remarked in [23], generated

fields may not well model the geometrical heterogeneity, e.g. a mean flow field70

occurring due to an interaction with internal structures of SFR.

N. Massacret [13] applied a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculation

result with a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulent model. A

RANS model requires relatively lower quantity of computational resources than

others, e.g. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and Large-Eddy Simulation75

(LES), by filtering the small turbulences. Thus the spatial resolution is not

enough when compared with the acoustic wavelength, and not suitable for

verifying the acoustic effect from smaller fluctuation pattern.

In this study, we carried out three-dimensional numerical simulations with

application to a more realistic fluctuating propagation medium. In the SFRs,80

the thermal-hydraulic situation is generated by the sodium jets with a high

temperature and surrounding sodium with a lower temperature, and mixing

phenomena between them. As the modeling target of our study, we selected an

experimental and numerical study called PLAJEST, since it targets the same

object in the same condition, i.e. the upper-core region of an SFR in operation.85

PLAJEST is a collaboration between the Japanese Atomic Energy Agency

(JAEA), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and by the Alternative Energies

and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). The main purpose of PLAJEST is to

observe heat conduction at a liquid-solid boundary in a sodium cooling circuit,

because the thermal fluctuations lead to high-frequency thermal fatigue and90

thus may cause cracks in adjoining structures of SFRs. The configuration of

this experiment is shown in Figure 1 (a). After the experiment made by JAEA

[26, 27], a thermal-hydraulic analysis was carried out by the CEA in its Service
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de Thermo-hydraulique et de Mécanique des Fluides (STMF) ([28], Figure 1

(b)). In that analysis, the results indicate a good fit on time-averaged normalized95

temperature and its fluctuation between experimental and numerical values.

We consider these CFD thermal-hydraulic computation results are well

validated by the experiment and that allows us to process full-wave propagation

numerical simulations in realistic conditions. CEA/STMF used a Large-Eddy

Simulation turbulence model for this simulation, thus we may utilize these100

temperature fields with higher spatio-temporal resolution. In the first part of

this study we analyse the temperature field issued from the mixing jets and we

show that it could be characterized by two representative points of the merging

of jets.

Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the PLAJEST CFD simulation. (b) Snapshot of the CFD result at

time 200.0 s, x-y cross-sectional plane at y = 0.09m. Visualization for this image is done with

VisIt, an open source visualization tool for massive scientific data [29].

In the second section, we firstly introduce the numerical method applied105

for wave propagation modeling and the technical details used for preparing
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the finite element mesh and the pre-processings for the CFD result data set.

Then in the third section, we explain the method for analyzing the fluctuation

of the thermal field and the acoustic field calculated with our model. In the

fourth section, we show the details of the calculation setups used for our wave110

propagation calculations. We also show an example of the calculated 3D wave

field propagating at one single moment of the fluctuating temperature field. In the

fifth section, we detail the analysis method based on second derivative properties

of several wave parameters. We demonstrate that ultrasonic measurements in

a through transmission configuration can find the two characteristic points of115

the temperature field. It opens the way to prospect industrial design to monitor

such thermal-hydraulic situations using ultrasonic transducers.

2. Numerical method

2.1. Spectral element method

Our numerical wavefield modeling method is a time domain spectral-element120

method [30], which is a type of finite-element method using higher order basis

functions (generally higher than 4th order) than an ordinal finite-element method

using 1st or 2nd order basis functions.

We have chosen this method because this may model the heterogeneity of

physical parameters, i.e. temperature and density values in our case, with higher125

resolution and lower number of elements, thus we may efficiently model the

spacial domain of wave propagation. This method directly increases the limit of

domain size and the frequency of modeled waves may becomes higher than the

ordinal finite-element methods.

Following our previous studies [25, 31], we use the software SPECFEM3D130

[32] which is the one of the most well utilized softwares for full-wave wave

propagation simulation because of its very matured and advanced development

status especially for the use on HPC with the great numbers of CPUs [33] and

GPUs [34, 35] as well.
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2.2. Mesh generation and interpolation of the temperature field135

The CEA/STMF department used a numerical code for CFD calculations

called TrioCFD (known as Trio_U by 2015) for this PLAJEST numerical

simulation, and LES was selected as the turbulence model. Tetrahedral elements

with 4 nodes were used for the TrioCFD calculations. The total number of

elements was 5 582 706 and the characteristic mesh length was set to 1.40 mm. We140

removed the first 200 s of their calculation from their result because that duration

corresponds to the stabilization of the flow state. Thus, a time domain from 200

to 210s with a time step of 0.1 ms is available for our wave simulation. Three jets

of sodium exist in this setup. The sodium with lower temperature (304.5◦C) is

emitted from the central jet, and the sodium with higher temperature (347.5◦C)145

is emitted from the two outer jets. The average flow velocity is 0.51 m s−1 for

every jet. The simulated temperature field at time = 200.000 s is shown in

Figure 1 b. Their simulation results are in good agreement with the experiment

results obtained by JAEA in terms of normalized time-averaged temperature,

normalized time-averaged temperature fluctuations, spectral power density and150

standard deviation of temperature values.

For their calculation, a tetrahedral unstructured staggered mesh was used.

Temperature field values are defined at the center of each TrioCFD’s tetrahedral

mesh element, and flow velocity values are defined on the vertex nodes. We thus

had to transfer these values to our hexahedral mesh for SPECFEM3D. To do so,155

we used interpolation onto each node of the SPECFEM3D hexahedral mesh using

the simulation data management tool called MEDCoupling. MEDCoupling is part

of the pre-/post-processing platform SALOME (http://www.salome-platform.

org) and is also available independently as a library. Figure 2 shows the

temperature field data transfer and mesh generation steps as a pre-process for160

SPECFEM3D simulation. Our hexahedral mesh for SPECFEM3D is built using

the meshing software CUBIT developed by Sandia National Laboratories (USA).

It is possible to select an arbitrary volume to be extracted from the entire

geometry and meshing is completed automatically, including the assignment

of material characteristics and absorbing surface flags (the fluctuation of the165
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temperature field may be defined later). After finishing preparation of mesh data,

we carried out the temperature field transfer, i.e. interpolation of temperature

values defined at the barycenter of each tetrahedral finite element to corner

nodes of our hexahedral spectral elements. The flow velocity data is not used

for our simulation because we apply the frozen fluid hypothesis, as in [12].170

The conversion of the temperature field from TrioCFD tetrahedral mesh to

SPECFEM3D nodes is done by using MEDCoupling.

Determination of the element size to use in our simulations is done based on

two conditions, which are the CFL condition (Equation 3) and the number of

elements per one wave length:

Cp
∆t

∆xgll
≤ α , (3)

where ∆t is the time step and ∆xgll is the minimum interval between two Gauss-

Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) grid points. GLL points are the additional collocation

points inserted between the corner nodes of a general finite element. The position

of those points are defined by numerically solving the equation:

(1 − x2)P ′n(x) = 0, (4)

where P ′n denotes the derivative of the n-th order Legendre polynomial (i.e.
d
dxPn(x)). Then the recursion relation for these polynomials is

Pn+1(x) =
2n+ 1

n+ 1
xPn(x) − n

n+ 1
Pn−1(x), P0(x) = 1, P1(x) = x. (5)

Detailed explanations about GLL polynomials can be found in [36, 37].

We selected the averaged Courant number α = 0.4 and the wave celerity Cp

= 2416.268 m s−1 (in sodium with the lowest temperature value 274.5 ◦C in the175

CFD simulation) for the calculation of the mesh size and time step duration.

In equation 3, ∆xgll is not the mesh size itself, it is the interval between GLL

grid points inside the spectral elements. This led us to use a mesh size ∆x

= 8.05 × 10−4 m and a time step of 2.3 × 10−8 s. We simulate a total of 5000

steps in order to have a sufficient total physical duration for the waves to travel180

through the entire simulation domain. The mesh used in our simulations thus

3 250 000 spectral elements and a total number of GLL grid nodes of 215 320 764.
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The figure 3 represents one of the heterogeneous temperature fields at one

time step.

Figure 2: Explanation of data processing for mesh generation and preparation of the heteroge-

neous medium to use for our acoustic calculations.

3. Medium fluctuation and acoustic fluctuation analysis185

The phenomenon of mixing flows has been actively studied by e.g. [38], [39]

and [40]. These studies are not directly related to the PLAJEST experiment

nor to liquid metal flows, but numerous thermal-hydraulic studies show that

they have common thermal-hydraulic behaviors [14]. We therefore use the

methodology proposed in these studies to analyze thermal-hydraulics. They190

identified the mixing state of flows and categorized them into three types based
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Figure 3: One of the heterogeneous temperature fields used for our 3D wave propagation

calculations. This field is taken from time step number 10, and the central altitude of the

calculation domain is 0.1m from the sodium outlet. One mesh contains 3,250,000 spectral

elements and the total number of GLL grid points is 215,320,764.

on the state of the mean velocity, beginning from the bottom of the jets to the

end of the jets. There is firstly a thermal-hydraulic region named the converging

region, then exists the merging region, and at end the jets joined together in

the combined flow region. The converging region starts at the exit of the flow195

and continues until the negative mean flow (i.e. the flow going in the opposite

direction of the jets) disappears. The point where the negative flow disappears

is called the merging point. At this merging point, each flow still conserves its

own flow and they are not united yet. From the merging point, these flows start

to gradually merge, and finally the mean flow distribution merges as one large200

flow. This point is called the combined point.

Durve and al. [38] also carried out a comparative study on several models for

predicting the mean temperature field and temperature fluctuation field caused

by mixing phenomena of the three jets [41].

Following different authors we choose to analyze the temperature in the205

medium using an index called the Temperature Fluctuation Intensity (TFI). We

use the definition of TFI as
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TFI(r) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(T (i, r) − T̄ (r))2, (6)

where r = (x, y, z) is the spatial position vector, i is the time step number,

N is the total number of time steps, T (i, r) is the temperature value at time

step i and position r, and T̄ (r) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 T (i, r) is the average temperature at210

r.

We process the PLAJEST Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) data to

calculate the TFI index in order to compare the global behavior of the jets with

these previous studies.

Figure 4 is the 2D cross-section at y = 0.09 m of the calculated 3D TFI field215

from the CFD results of PLAJEST. In this figure, a set of 1D TFI curves are

superimposed to the 2D cross-section TFI image, which are calculated at several

altitudes. There are three jets in the configuration of PLAJEST (the center

position of the jets are x = −0.070 m, 0.0 m and 0.070 m). Between each jet,

two zones with high TFI value arise by the interaction of these jet flows. From220

this TFI field, it is found that from the shape of the TFI profile depending

on the altitude, it seems to be possible to define three zones in a similar way

as [41]. First, the two high TFI zones arise around altitude z = 0.05 m and

these two zones are completely separated. Around altitude z = 0.08 m or lower

altitude, the beginning of merging of the high TFI zones becomes clear (the225

lowest TFI value at point b between the two peeks a and c starts to increase).

Here there would be a specific point that we call a merging point of the TFI

zone. The merging of these two zones is confirmed when the altitude becomes

higher, and then around altitude z = 0.18 m and z = 0.19 m these two zones are

completely merged (the peaks a and c of the 1D TFI curve become a single one).230

We call this altitude a combining point of the TFI zone. These two altitudes are

estimated of course on this numerical data.

In the following section, we carry out a more detailed analysis to verify

the variations of the TFI profiles and the definition of these two points. The
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Figure 4: TFI field on a 2D cross-section at y = 0.09m and 1D profiles. Each 1D profile is

factored on vertical direction so that 0.1 on z altitude axis becomes the maximum TFI value

for visualizing purpose. Points a, b, and c are the reference points used for 1D sequential

analysis
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main objective of this study is to understand how an acoustic wave propagation235

fluctuates depending on the state of mixing flows. In particular, we will try

to find relation between acoustic fluctuations and the changing points of the

TFI 1D curves, which likely divide the TFI field into three zones (converging,

merging and combined regions) as mentioned above.

4. Ultrasonic simulation setups240

4.1. Definition of the insonified volume

The insonified volume is defined as a part of the PLAJEST volume displayed

as a purple box in Figure 1 (a). In the geometry of PLAJEST, the three sodium

jets outflow from gaps with a 20 mm width. Multiple simulations are carried out

with changing the z coordinate of the extracted region from 40 mm to 340 mm245

above the outlet, with intervals of 10 mm. The magnitude of the fluctuations

may be seen based on TFI visualization in Figure 4. Multiple insonified volumes

are then defined with the same volume size, the same relative positions of the

acoustic source and the signal observing surfaces and with different altitudes.

In each insonified volume, a circular plane source is defined. The plane source250

is composed of monopole point sources on a circular plane with a diameter of

0.0254 m (i.e. 1 inch). The intervals of each point sources are the same as the

element size of the SPECFEM mesh. Each source point emits a 1 MHz Ricker

wavelet (second derivative of a Gaussian) at the same time. The maximum am-

plitude of each emission is multiplied by a Hamming window function depending255

on the distance from the center of the circle.

Several observation surfaces are defined along the acoustic path. The receiving

points where acoustic signals are recorded are placed with a 0.0005 m pitch.

Figure 5 shows the insonified volume (central altitude z = 0.1 m) and PLAJEST’s

geometry. The point B is the origin (point (0,0,0)) of the cartesian coordinate260

system we used. The numbers in meters show the distance from the source

to each y-z receiver plane. The near field limit, called Io, is calculated to

be 67.17 mm using the empirical equation 2, with an average temperature of
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333.167◦C (606.317◦K), considering a transducer with a 1 inch diameter and

1 MHz frequency. In this virtual setup, only the first two observation surfaces265

are in the near field. Thus, in the following analysis we mainly have acoustics

virtual measurements in the far field. In the PLAJEST coordinates the limit of

the near field is x = −0.061 m.

Figure 5: Relation of the positions in an insonified volume (central altitude z = 0.1m) and

the geometry of PLAJEST. The points A, B and C are the positions of the reference points

used for temporal analysis.

4.2. Results of acoustic wave propagation in a single temperature field

The figure 6 proposes an original 3D representation of the wavefront and270

allows to visualize 3D wave fronts based on 3D contour visualization. These

waves are visualized from signals received in the y-z receiver planes at time =

200.010 s in the CFD simulation and at altitude z = 0.14 m. The left image is

the wave front recorded at x = 0.105 m and the right image is recorded at x

= −0.035 m. Color variations represent the signal amplitude values. Blue is275

negative and red is positive. In order to show the inside structure of the wave

front, some contour surfaces are clipped off of its half or quarter volume. The y

and z axes correspond to the y and z axes of the PLAJEST’s geometry. The x
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Figure 6: Visualization of the 3D wave front using contouring and clipping, at position x =

A) 0.105m and B) −0.035m calculated at altitude z = 0.14m, time = 200.010 s of PLAJEST

with a heterogeneous medium temperature.
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axis indicates time. The visual information reveals that the wave fronts having

passed through heterogeneous liquid sodium are deflected and deformed but280

that the amount of wave deformation is not so large. Waveforms are different

between waves passing from the end of the near field region to a far longer

distance in the far field region (almost 4 × Io, where Io is the near field limit).

The wavefront in the near field has its shape that is more complex than in

the far field, as expected by usual theory of wave field distribution. For this285

3D visualization, we used a VTK file (Visualization Toolkit: an open-source,

freely available software system for 3D computer graphics, image processing, and

visualization. http://www.vtk.org) that we displayed with the visualization

software VisIt.

5. Analysis of time-varying temperature fields of PLAJEST290

5.1. Selection of the CFD time steps

The CFD calculation carried out by the CEA STMF has approximately 10 s

in total, from 200.000 s to 210.197 with a 0.001 s interval. The initial 200 s of

the calculation was dedicated to ensuring stabilization of the flow and are thus

excluded in our analysis. Because of the limitation of allocated computation295

time on the supercomputer that we use for this work, it was not possible to run

the temperature field interpolation and wave propagation calculation processes

for all of these CFD time steps. Instead, we had to extract several time steps of

the temperature field with a wider time interval from the CFD results. In order

to select the time step interval for our acoustic simulation, we used the power300

spectrum density curve obtained in [28] which indicates the temperature history

at x = −0.015 m (between the left and center jets), y = 0.09 m (middle point

on the y axis) and z = 0.1 m. The peak is found around 3 Hz. Thus, to be sure

to include the frequency of temperature fluctuation up to 5 Hz, we extracted

the temperature fields with a 0.1 s interval (i.e. 10 Hz). In a first approximation305

the peak was estimated to be around 2 Hz, and in that case we could expect to
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have 5 points per period to keep the peak at 2 Hz. This is the limit of Shannon’s

sampling criterion.

5.2. Treatment of the massive amount of calculations and management of the

results310

In this study, all our simulations were performed on two of the largest

supercomputers in Europe: CURIE (CEA TGCC) and OCCIGEN (CINES),

both part of GENCI (Grand Équipement National de Calcul Intensif). The

computation domain was divided into 256 parts, and parallelized calculations were

carried out. The average duration for an acoustic simulation is about 26 minutes,315

excluding mesh generation and the interpolation processes of the temperature

fields, which are done once and for all. The duration of the interpolation of a

temperature field from a TrioCFD result to SPECFEM3D is approximately 20

hours using a single CPU for one acoustic simulation altitude of one time step.

We carried out 70 time steps of interpolation of the 3D temperature field, for 22320

difference altitudes, resulting in a total of 1540 acoustic simulations to perform.

As a result, the total time needed for a complete simulation of wave propagation

over 7 s of the variable thermal-hydraulic regime is approximately equal to 687

hours, i.e. 29 days. Because of the huge number of calculations, the result data

cannot be conserved as a 3D volume data because of the limitation of allocated325

storage on supercomputers. Instead of storing all results in 3D, we first selected

the 2D planes in which we will analyze the acoustic signals. We then defined

time windows for each y-z plane to cut the received signals depending on the

arrival time of the wave front. These time-windowed signals were then gathered

as a single HDF5 binary file. The HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format) format is a330

standard and widely-used binary file format that has been developed to manage

extremely large and complex data collections. By using it, one can access the

results faster than with other standard file formats such as e.g. ASCII, json, csv,

pickle (Python-friendly binary data format) etc.
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5.3. Computing TFI data from a large spatial-temporal 3D data set and compar-335

ison with acoustic simulation results

As introduced in Equation 6, we resort to an index called Temperature

Fluctuation Intensity (TFI), as used in [28]. Because of the very large numbers

of total time steps and also the huge number of mesh nodes included in the

CFD calculation results, the standard way to calculate the TFI value based on340

this equation is not very efficient. To calculate that TFI, we thus selected and

implemented another, more advanced algorithm: the online algorithm, which we

will briefly describe in this section. Figure 7 shows the calculated TFI field in

3D.We find that there are two areas where the TFI value becomes high between

the sodium jets at altitude z = 0.08 m to 0.16 m. It should also be noted that345

the TFI field is not symmetric with respect to the x center.

The online algorithm calculates some field value from serial data sequentially

and based on a single step [42]. This algorithm can be required for serial data

for which each step needs a large amount of computer memory and/or when the

number of serial data is so large that it is very expensive to perform an entire350

loop of calculations more than twice. We thus applied this algorithm to compute

the TFI, i.e. the standard deviation of the temperature value at a given point,

because computing a standard deviation implies several loop over the whole

time steps, first to calculate the mean temperature, and second to calculate

the difference between a temporal value and the mean value. The PLAJEST355

CFD data comprise 10,000 time steps of 3D volume data with 2,039,769 mesh

elements. One entire loop calculation for this data takes about 10 hours. By

applying the online algorithm for the calculation of the TFI, we only need to do

this long loop calculation once.

The definition of standard deviation of temperature at a given position r is

σ2(r) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(T (r, i) − T̄ (r))2 , (7)

where N is the total number of time steps and T̄ (r) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 T (r, i) is the

average temperature at position r. In the online algorithm, the averaged value
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Figure 7: Visualized 3D TFI field.
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Figure 8: TFI values on the x axis and at y = 0.09m at several altitudes.

T̄ (r, n) and the term
∑n
i=1(T (r, i) − T̄ (r))2 = Mr,n are sequentially updated

for each time step during the entire loop calculation. For each time step at n,

T̄r,n = T̄r,n−1 +
Tr,n − T̄r,n−1

n
(8)

Mr,n = Mr,n−1 + (Tr,n − T̄r,n−1)(Tr,n − T̄r,n) (9)

The standard deviation calculation is then finalized as

σr =

√
Mr,N

N
. (10)

Figure 8 shows the TFI values on the x axis of y = 0.09 m at several altitudes360

(i.e. z positions), and Figure 4 represents these TFI curves drawn in the case

of the 2D TFI field. The maximum TFI value is found at around altitude z =

0.13 m. The change of shape of the curves depending on the distance from the

exit of the jets seems to match with the result of [41], i.e. the curves at low

altitude have two TFI peaks, and then these peaks gradually merge when the z365

altitude increases. We will further analyze this effect in the next sections of this

article.
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5.4. Calculating the "Cumulated TFI" (CTFI) value

The TFI calculated above is the index that evaluates the intensity of the

fluctuation at one spatial point, while acoustic wave propagation will be affected

not only by one position but by the whole state along its propagation path.

Thus, in order to find the appropriate thermal-hydraulic index for comparison

in the case of a propagating wave, we define a very new index, which we call

the cumulated TFI (CTFI). The CTFI is the value that indicates the amount of

TFI that the acoustic wave experiences along the central axis. We define the

CTFI at the position xp in the propagation direction by

Ic(xp, zalt, R) =

∫ xp

xs

∫ R

0

∫ 2π

0

I(r, θ, zalt)w(r)dθdrdx (11)

where Ic is the CTFI value, I(x, r, θ) is the TFI value at x, r, θ (a graphical

representation of these parameters is on Figure 10), xs is the x coordinate of370

acoustic source, zalt is the altitude (along the z axis) of the center of the acoustic

source plane, R is the distance from the central axis, and w(r) is a weight

function to make TFI values near the central axis have more effect and TFIs far

from the central axis less effect. One can define several versions of the CTFI, for

instance:375

1. CTFI in 1D (integrated on the central x axis), with w(r) = 1 and R = one

mesh element size,

2. CTFI in 3D A (integrated in a domain where the acoustic beam passes),

with w(r) = 1 and R = the radius of the acoustic source, i.e. 1.27 cm,

3. CTFI in 3D B (integrated in a cylindrical volume where the acoustic beam380

passes), with a weighting function w(r) = 0.54 + 0.46cosπ r
R , hamming

window which is the same apodization function used for simulating the

acoustic plane source in this simulation, and R = the radius of the acoustic

source, i.e. 1.27 cm in our simulation.

Using a larger w(r) allows us to take into account the whole ultrasonic beam. A385

more complex function will be needed to take into account the beam divergence.
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In this work, we only use the first definition of the CTFI, i.e. the CTFI in 1D,

as a first analysis. The other possible choices may be examined in future work.

The left image on Figure 9 represents the CTFI values versus altitude z.

Each line represents the x position, i.e. propagation distance (the acoustic source390

is placed at x = −0.128 m). The farther the x position becomes, the larger the

magnitude of the CTFI becomes as well. We find that the peak of the CTFI

positions is around 0.13 m to 0.15 m. For the x position = 0.00 m just after

the first (left side of) the high TFI zone and the middle of the central jet, the

CTFI peak is slightly shifted to a higher z altitude. This is caused by the slight395

difference of the shape and position of the high TFI zones, as one can see in

Figure 5.

The right image of Figure 9 shows the second derivatives of the CTFI curves.

The second derivatives has been calculated by calculating twice the central finite

differences i.e.: f ′(xi) = f(xi+1)−f(xi−1)
2h , where h = xi+1 − xi = xi − xi−1. The400

forward/backward finite difference was used at the each end of the x. The

inflection points are found around z = 0.08 m and around z = 0.18 m for the

position x = 0.105 (The yellow line on Figure 9). These inflection points are the

same altitudes as what we defined as the merging point and combining point of

the standard TFI. Thus, from this result, we find that it is possible to define the405

merging and combining points of the TFI as the inflection points of the second

derivatives of the CTFI curve. We propose thus a numerical criteria to found

this specific thermal-hydraulic points.

In the following part of this work, we will study the acoustic fluctuation

state based on these merging and combining points. Our objective is to propose410

several acoustical measurement to find the best sensitive to the behaviour of the

cumulative data and so the best sensitive to find these two particular points.
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Figure 9: CTFI values on the z axis at y = 0.09m and second derivatives. Each line indicates

the distance from the acoustic source.

6. Comparison with acoustic simulation results

6.1. Fluctuation of acoustic signals

A way to represent what we are able to measure is to consider the position of415

the maximum wave amplitude in a plane after the mixing of jets as indicated in

figure 10. We call this point as the impact point. We define the following three

acoustic indicators:

• maximum amplitude at the impact point of an acoustic path and at the

center of the y-z plane,420

• amount of deviation r,

• receiving time of the maximum amplitude at the center of the y-z plane

Figure 10 shows the definition of the impact point and r. First, we investigate

the transition of the deviated wave front at the farthest y-z receiving plane (i.e.

x = 0.105 m and at a distance from the source of 0.233 m).425

Figure 11 shows the impact points, i.e. the position where the pressure

value becomes maximum in the y-z receiving plane. In order to show temporal

changes of the positions of the impact points more clearly, the positions of the
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Figure 10: Definition of the impact point, of the amount of deviation r, and of the deviation

angle θ.

impact points are linked by arrows in temporal order, and digits are added to

indicate the order in which the position of the impact point changes for the430

seven first ones. Histograms for the y and z axis directions are also placed,

showing the mean and standard deviation values. We confirm that the standard

deviation is the largest at altitude z = 0.13 m (number 3 of Figure 11). This is

in good agreement with the peak z position of the CTFI in Figure 9. At lower

altitude z = 0.04 m and 0.09 m, the distribution of the impact points exhibits435

directivity, i.e. the standard deviation for the y-axis direction is larger than for

the z-axis direction. This result illustrates the fact that the 3D temperature

fluctuation pattern before maturing of the mixing state has directivity. It is a

very interesting result that indicates we can no more support classical modelling

of the fluctuation of the acoustic celerity field using an isotropic Gaussian random440

process for the regions where the flow is still strong. From this result, we can

confirm the observation by [23] of the non-applicability of an isotropic Gaussian
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random field for this region in a quantitative way.

6.2. Standard deviation analysis

The left image of Figure 12 shows the standard deviation of maximum445

amplitudes of simulated acoustic signals at the center of the y-z planes for each

z altitude as the scatter plots and the smoothed lines calculated after a moving

average triangular window with a window length of 8. The standard deviation

for the max amplitude and the other parameters were calculated from all results

of 70 time steps of the acoustic propagation simulations. The right image shows450

the second derivatives of the average curves calculated by the same way with

CTFI of Figure 9. The curves of standard deviations on the left have similar

peak positions as the CTFI curves of Figure 9 and also exhibit the same position

of their inflection points (right) when computing their second derivatives. Thus,

the inflection points of standard deviation curves of maximum amplitudes occur455

at the altitudes of the merging point (z = 0.08 m) and combining point (z =

0.18 m) of the TFI values. It is clearly a very interesting result as it proves that

it is possible to find representative points of the thermal-hydraulic field using

acoustic measurements.

Figure 13 is the analysis of the deviation length r. The left image shows the460

scatter plots which are the standard deviation values of r, and those smoothed

curves calculated with the same method with the maximum amplitude. The right

image shows the second derivative of these smoothed curves. The peak positions

are also similar with the maximum amplitude curves, i.e. the peaks of the x =

0.035 m, 0.08 m and 0.105 m curves occur around altitude z = 0.13 m to 0.14 m.465

Considering the inflection points of standard deviation curves of deviation length

r we obtain the same results as they occur at the altitudes of (z = 0.08 m) for

the first one and (z = 0.18 m) for the second one. This acoustic indicator is also

well adapted to find the altitudes of merging point and combining point of the

thermal-hydraulic fluid.470

Finally, let us analyze the simulation results based on the fluctuation of times

of flight, i.e. the receiving time of the signal. We define the receiving time (the
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Figure 11: Movement of acoustic impact points in the y-z receiving plane at x = 0.105m,

and histograms for the y and z directions. Movements of only the seven initial time steps are

indicated with red arrows and with digits in magenta.
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Figure 12: Left: Standard deviations of maximum amplitude at the center of each y-z receiving

plane (scatter) and those smoothed curves with a moving average window. Right: Second

derivatives of smoothed standard deviation curves.

Figure 13: Left: Standard deviation of deviation length r (scatter) and smoothed curves with

a moving average window. Right: Second derivatives of the smoothed standard deviation lines.
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time of flight) as the peak position of the signal envelope.

Figure 14 shows the standard deviations on the scatter plots and those moving

average curves (left), and the second derivatives (right) of the times of flight. As475

the other derivative curves presented previously, i.e. for maximum amplitude

and r, these curves also exhibit inflection points at an altitude between z =

0.11 m and z = 0.12 m for the first point and z = 0.19 m for the second one. So,

for this data set, the time of flight seems not to be the better acoustic indicator

to find the characteristic points of the thermal-hydraulic fluid but these two480

measurements are still in rather good agreement with the previous results. As

the time of flight (TOF) is directly linked to variation of the sound velocity

and is often the best ultrasonic indicator, we have to be cautious with this

last result. We calculated the TOF at the impact point which corresponds to

the maximum amplitude in one plane. Another solution would have been to485

calculate the minimum TOF in this plane. Of course it will need further studies

as, for a practical point of view, we should consider the resulting TOF after the

integration of all ’sounds paths’ on the surface of the transducer.
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Figure 14: The standard deviation (left) and second derivative (right) of time of flight.

Figure 15 summarizes the results of the analysis and compares the standard

deviation curves and second derivative curves of CTFI and the three types of490

acoustic indicators only at x = 0.105 m. This figure shows that the peaks of
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standard deviation curves (left) of maximum amplitude, r have the same position

with CTFI. However, the time of flight curve shifts about 0.01 m higher than the

others. This shift may be seen on the inflection points of the second derivatives

(right) especially at the lower z altitudes.495
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Figure 15: Comparison of the standard deviation (left) and second derivative (right) curves

between max amplitude, r, time of flight and CTFI on the x = 0.105m plane.

7. Conclusions

Developing a very strong numerical scheme, with huge computation power,

we studied the effect of a realistic heterogeneous temperature field on wave

propagation in four dimensions (i.e., three spatial dimensions and time). We first

simulated wave propagation at a fixed instant of a Plajest’s CFD simulation,500

changing the altitude of the volume scanned by transducer, to analyse variations

caused by the flows of liquid metal on wave propagation. To quantify the

effect of the 3D temperature fied fluctuations on an acoustic path we defined

a new measurement index, called CTFI (Cumulated Temperature Fluctuation

Intensity). We exhibited specific altitude ranges, corresponding to the merging505

of jets, at which a strong effect may occur on acoustic wave propagation. We

thus defined two altitudes at which the state of temperature fluctuation changes:

one is the merging point, where the two high TFI zones between each of three
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jets start to merge, and the other is the combining point of the TFI, where the

merging of the TFI zones is completed. We demonstrate that these altitude can510

be detected as inflection points of the second derivative of the CTFI curves.

We then carried out the same acoustic simulation but for multiple CFD

time steps in order to investigate the relation between acoustic measurements

and the thermal-hydraulic state. We calculated the standard deviations of

several acoustic indicators (maximum amplitude, amount of deviation r, and515

time of flight) to study the fluctuation of the acoustic signals and to correlate

with the thermal field fluctuations. As a first result of our standard deviation

analysis, we found that at the low altitude where the mixing of flows is not

enough matured, the temperature heterogeneity may cause directive fluctuation

of acoustic propagation. This means that the application of an isotropic Gaussian520

random field to simulate temperature field is not an efficient solution as the

fluctuating values generated by an isotropic Gaussian random field always have

a normal distribution and so produces no directivity.

We also found that the second derivatives of the standard deviation of acoustic

indicators have inflection points at altitudes close to those at which we defined525

the merging and combining points. The results for the maximum amplitude and

the amount of deviation r are better than for time of flight. The r parameter

will require an array of transducers to be measured with high resolution. At this

moment the recommended parameter would the the maximum value. Of course

a combination of the two parameters will increase the confidence in the measure.530

In the future it will be possible to increase the validation of the use of acoustic

measurements to monitor complex thermal-hydraulic fields by developing spectral

analysis to characterize the temporal fluctuation of the fluid. It would require to

refine the time-step between two acoustic simulations.
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